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Taurus Hill Observatory season 2020/2021 exoplanet review. HATP-38b (Hiisi) and secondary eclipse of the HAT-P-32b exoplanet.
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Taurus Hill Observatory (THO) [1], observatory code A95, is an amateur observatory located in
Varkaus, Finland. The observatory is maintained by the local astronomical association Warkauden
Kassiopeia. THO research team has observed and measured various stellar objects and phenomena.
Observatory has mainly focused on exoplanet light curve measurements (over 170 measurements
so far) [4], observing the gamma rays burst, supernova discoveries and monitoring [2]. We also do
long term monitoring projects [3].
The results and publications that pro-am based observatories, like THO, have contributed, clearly
demonstrates that pro-amateurs are a significant resource for the professional astronomers now and
even more in the future.
HAT-P-38 and HAT-P-38b (Horna and Hiisi)
The object is located in RA 2h 21min 32s and DE + 32 ° 14 ’46”. From Finland, the object is high in
the southern sky only in autumn. In addition, the transit time of the object is such that transit occur
quite rarely at night. Considering the uncertain autumn weather in Finland, the probability of
detecting a complete transit is quite uncertain in Finland.
Taurus Hill Observatory detected the HAT-P-38b first time on 18 September 2020 and for the
second time on 8 November 2020. Based on our observations, the timing of the transit deviated
from the forecast by almost an hour. The transit took place clearly ahead of schedule. It is an
indication that the rotation time of the exoplanet is possibly slightly shorter than recorded in the
original catalog values. In this case, the transit catalog times are no longer valid. Observations
made by other observers also confirm this. It is therefore worth monitoring the object to see if such
an observed change is indeed regular.
In the first observation the dimming was 13.6 mmag and in the second it was clearly less, only 6.8
mmag. The length of the transit also varied slightly, from 178 minutes on the first occasion to 185
minutes on the second occasion.

Figure 1: HAT-P-38b transit observed at THO.
Secondary eclipse caused by the HAT-P-32b exoplanet
Last winter, for the first time in Taurus Hill Observatory, a rather challenging exoplanet was
observed to transit behind its own parent star. Such an observation was made in Taurus Hill
Observatory on February 17, 2021 from the exoplanet HAT-P-32b. Normal transit of a similar object
had been observed in Taurus Hill Observatory a few times before. After an observation tip from the
Pulkova Observatory, an attempt was made to observe this secondary eclipse in Taurus Hill
Observatory. According to forecasts, the subject would have to dim about 3-4 mmag and the
duration of the eclipse would be about 120 minutes. The fading according to the forecasts was
barely visible in the measurements of the Taurus Hill Observatory Observatory. Although the
detection of a “behind transit” of a star would require better accuracy, at least the measurement
results obtained from the light curve, the timing, and the intensity of the dimming were fully
consistent with the predictions. Thus, there is strong evidence that the first observation of
secondary eclipse in Taurus Hill Observatory was real.

Figure 2: Secondary eclipse caused by the HAT-P-32b observed at THO.
TESS candidates have joined as new targets
The Taurus Hill Observatory began observing TESS candidates, or TOI objects, in the autumn of
2020. In total, these objects have now been observed 21 times in Taurus Hill Observatory. There
have been seven different TESS candidates on the list. These selected targets have been fairly easy
to detect, with a change in brightness caused by transits in between 7 and 20 mmag. The findings
have been uploaded to the TRESCA ETD database. Although transits have been clearly observable in
all observations, the timing of transits or the magnitude of dimming in most of them have been

somewhat different from the catalog values, according to measurements by the Taurus Hill
Observatory. This is probably mainly due to the huge number of observations of new uncertain
objects and the rather modest resolution equipment of the TESS satellite itself. It is very possible
that not nearly all of the observed TESS candidates will be confirmed as new exoplanets.

Figure 3: TOI1516.01b transit observed at THO.
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